"Either the human being must struggle and suffer as the price of a more searching vision, or his gaze must be shallow and without intellectual revelation. "
	- Thomas de Quincy (1785-1859)

	In the plush new year of 1880 Doctor Edwin Charron was a dapper, compact man of self-consciously upstanding character who understood who was Who and what was What and he had enough generosity to allow everyone to perform his role in the world as well as he was able. He apprehended the distinctions between aid and interference, grace and slickness, polish and gloss, and he appreciated the same in others. In brief: he was a sort of Gentleman that Britain no longer bred in the New Century of interchangeable “Jolly Good Fellows.”
	At University, Charron had substituted the study of Medicine for the Philosophy he had desired. He had feared he lacked the capacity to generate the One Big Thought of such undeniable worth that its value might outweigh whatever goodness his medical endeavors might accomplish.
	In the Nineteenth Century, the physician’s job consisted of waiting with a patient while the body healed itself, or of trying to console its survivors when it had failed. Rarely did a doctor achieve a benefit by applying a technique he had learned. Overall, thought Charron, repairing flesh was inferior to crafting one perfect argument that turns the listener toward becoming something better than what he had been.
	Charron had been unhappy attending to humans whose company he could not choose and, he feared, his patients sensed this. This further reminded him of the discrepancies between the Good Man of his aspiration and the merely serviceable one he had become. In reality, he was more highly regarded than he thought himself to be. He would not have believed it had he been told.
	Visiting Edinburgh, while listening to his Mother’s touching, nearly accurate, eulogy delivered by a minister of an alien land, who had mispronounced her Bengali name twice on both attempts, and entirely avoided any mentioning of her race, Charron’s attention had wafted to the tortured corpse on the crucifix above the alter. What sensitive person would not exchange his belief in the dry inflexibility of Christian iconography for the sensual, spangled, rainbow deities of the East who transubstantiated into the patterns of one’s dreams? The Hindu Meek could afford to wait to inherit the earth when they saw saviours propped and costumed to do battle for one’s soul with supernumerary knife-wielding limbs. Could any superstitious person remain exclusively Christian in proximity to such seductive iconography? He reckoned that in India, Christian clergymen prayed with their fingers crossed.
	It occurred to him during the soporific sermon, that one is loved by default. The Christian God must love sinners as aged people regard children they themselves have not born, as though their fawning could redeem mistakes they suspected they had committed elsewhere. Without the craving for such absolution, man would require no gods. Man thinks of the relationship between God and himself as love because that is his context for defining the least threatening form of control over him. Through guilty gratitude one perceives greater obligation to those who love one than to those he loves. Earning God’s love is not the best for which one can hope. It is possible to love a thing well enough to wish to save it for selfish reasons, however, it is necessary also to respect its integrity in order to wish to save it from pain. The physical world is defined by pain and efforts to control it.
His mother had died of a cancer six months after becoming a sort of Presbyterian. Within a week of his arrival, bearing more guilt than luggage, Charron and his mother had achieved a certain peace between themselves. Then she, the pretty, wealthy Bengla girl, seduced and maintained by a noble barrister, the tiny woman who, for all his childhood years, had passed herself off to Charron’s school acquaintances as the family servant, had died.  
A Scottish associate of Morcomb, Morcomb, and Dodge, London Solicitors, had attended to the conventions: tidied, sold, shipped, and set aside the physical clutter while Charron took lengthy walks to sort through the emotional furniture. He did so very well and felt clear about many of the vagaries that had passed for as understood between uncommunicative parent and shy child.
	He had decided that upon his return to Calcutta, that he would accept the post of Police Coroner. To his surprise, he actually looked forward to it. First, he had a favour to perform. Before his departure from India, the socially elite Morans had approached him about escorting their little girl and the child’s maid on the ship from Marseilles to Cal. He did not look forward to this.
	Charron had schooled with the delicious Mrs. Moran’s younger brother. “Poor Rupert” Trefelt had been the subject of a notorious incident at their College. Charron had shared a tutor with him, but had known him only well enough to have been friendly, not to have been friends. It was unlikely that Rupert had had friends. He had been awash in morbid, adolescent self-absorption, and, as everyone knows, melancholy is contagious. An attitude of failure clung to him like stink, spoiling the very atmosphere surrounding him.
	Rupert had worked so hard at being tragic that there had been no energy left for his studies and he was sent down without completing his third term. The following week, on his mother’s birthday, he hanged himself from a rafter in the attic.
